Abstract. We show that for each cusp on the boundary of Maskit's embedding M H of the Teichm uller space of punctured tori there is a sequence of parameters in the complement of M converging to the cusp such that the parameters correspond to discrete groups with elliptic elements. Using Tukia's version of Marden's isomorphism theorem we identify them as cusps on the boundary of certain deformation spaces of Koebe groups with a non-simply connected invariant component.
This deformation space is then, using traces and/or xed points of a collection of group elements, analytically embedded in C N where N = dim T (G) = dim T (p; n).
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Typeset by A M S-T E X In this paper we study the one-dimensional case of once-punctured tori. For oncepunctured tori the Maskit embedding rather simple to describe (See Kra 10] , Section 6 for more details):
T (1; 1) can be represented as the set M of parameters 2 H for which the The set M and its boundary have been studied in detail by Keen and Series in 7] and by Wright in the unpublished manuscript 25] . In this note we consider discrete groups generated by S and T ] for parameters 2 C nM . We can restrict our attention to the case 2 H nM , as a simple calculation shows that for all 2 C G ] = EG ]E; for E(z) = z, E 2 = 1. We consider the following questions:
(1) For which parameters 2 C n M is the group G ] discrete? (2) We do not have an estimate for the size of the neighborhood U, that is, we do not know how big n has to be for a xed rational p=q in order that the group is discrete. For integral pleating rays we get all n 2, and computer experiments suggest that this should be true for the extension of any rational pleating ray.
In Section 6 we also show (Theorem 6.6) that the discrete groups with elliptic elements that we nd in the complement of M are boundary groups of deformation spaces M n of certain Kleinian groups representing a punctured torus on their invariant component. 6 .6. Theorem. Let p 0 =q be the boundary point of M n on the ray P p 0 =q . Then the group G p=q (n)] is conjugate to G n p 0 =q ] by a M obius transformation. The quotient 3-orbifold M = H 3 =G of these groups can be described topologically/geometrically as follows: Let X be a punctured torus. M is obtained from X 0; 1] by adding a singular two-handle D n 0; 1], where D n is a disk with metric cone singularity of order n in the origin. Note that one can construct these groups for any n 2, however, the method of proof of Theorem 6.5 does not allow us to conclude that the boundary groups are realized on the extended rays for small n. The deformation spaces M n are treated in 1] and 20].
Plan of the paper
In Section 1 we sketch the construction of rational pleating rays in M due to Keen and Series 6] , 7], and de ne extended rays. In Section 2 we consider diskpreserving subgroups of G ] for parameters that are contained in an extended rational pleating ray, and derive a necessary condition for the discreteness of G ]. Sections 3 and 4 are concerned with modifying the de nitions of pleating rays and circle chains of Wright 25] to the case of groups with elliptic elements. In the end of Section 4 we prove Theorems 6.5 and 6.6 for p=q 2 Z. Sections 5 and 6 contain the proofs of the main results. The proof of Theorem 6.5 is split in to two parts, the rst part (Theorem 5.1) is an application of Maskit's second combination theorem 17] that reduces the proof of Theorem 6.5 to nding a circle chain with a number of special properties. This chain is then constructed in Section 6.
I would also like to thank Curtis T. McMullen and David J. Wright for the computer programs used to produce the limit sets of Kleinian groups and the picture of the deformation space. Figures 2 and 8 In most of what follows we aim at proving that that for large n the groups G p=q (n)] are discrete. The method is based on a 'reconstruction' of G ] starting from a Fuchsian subgroup. We can only nd a subgroup like this for rational rays, and do not know how to treat groups corresponding to parameters that are not contained in an extended rational ray. However, we have the following result as an application of J rgensen's inequality 4]: Figure 1 . The Ford fundamental polygon of (a) a triangle group of signature (n; n; 1) acting in D , and (b) the Euclidean triangle group of signature (2; 2; 1) acting in C .
Let G be a Kleinian group. An elliptic M obius transformation g 2 G is a primitive element of G , if it is conjugate to a rotation by 2 =n, n 2 Z, and if any elliptic element in G with the same xed points as g is a power of g. In this Section we introduce parameter spaces similar to the Maskit embedding for a class of geometrically nite Koebe groups that represent a punctured torus on their invariant component. Koebe groups representing Riemann surfaces with cone points and punctures, and their deformation spaces were treated in 20]. We are able to simplify some of the expressions of 20] considerably by restricting to the case of the punctured torus.
These groups are introduced here for the following reason: In Theorems 4.8 and 6.5 we prove that the groups G p=q (n)], in the cases we can show that they are discrete, are HNN-extensions of triangle groups of signature (n; n; 1). In fact, in Theorems 4.11 and 6.6 we are able to show that G p=q (n)] is conjugate by a M obius transformation to a group corresponding to a boundary point of one of the deformation spaces, M n introduced in this Section.
The following de nition is due to Maskit:
is called a Koebe group if any other component 0 (G) n 0 is a round disc.
If the stabilizers of the disk components are hyperbolic triangle groups, the Koebe group is terminal. 3.2. Remark. This is a large class of groups, containing b-groups (simply connected invariant component) and (quasi-)Fuchsian groups (two invariant components). Here Koebe group usually means a Koebe group that is not a b-group.
The groups we consider are extensions of triangle groups: Let F n , 2 n 1, be a triangle group of signature (n; n; 1). If n > 2 F n is a hyperbolic triangle group, F 2 is the in nite dihedral group acting on C . Let A and B be canonical generators for F n , that is, for 2 n < 1, A and B are primitive elliptic elements in F n with the presentation F n = hA n ; B n : A n n = B n n = id; K n = A n B n parabolici; and for n = 1, A 1 and B 1 are primitive parabolics in F 1 with the presentation F 1 = hA 1 ; B 1 : A 1 ; B 1 ; and K 1 = A 1 B 1 parabolici: We wish to construct a group hF n ; Ci that realizes the following gluing construction: Let X be a component of the quotient (F n )=F n . We cut out disks around the special points/punctures on X corresponding to the generators A n and B n , and glue the boundaries of the remaining surface together, thus producing a punctured torus. It is relatively easy that this is achieved by adding a new generator C n ]n satisfying C n ] 1 A n C n ] = B 1 n : There is a one complex parameter family of transformations C n ] satisfying this condition. Set G n ] = hF n ; C n ]i:
If we choose a normalization for our groups we can be more explicit:
The extensions of the torsion-free triangle group F 1 are groups of the form G The extensions of the in nite dihedral group F 2 are not that important for the rest of the paper, but it is interesting to note the same constructions as in the case of hyperbolic triangle groups can be performed. F 2 can be generated by two elliptics of order 2 (half turns) (2) Figure 3 There are homotopically nontrivial simple closed curves in 0 that are stabilized by conjugates of the nite cyclic group generated by A n . These loops project n-to-1 to a non-dividing simple closed geodesic on the punctured torus 0 =G n ]. Thus the deformation space T (G n ]) is T (1; 1) factored by the action of the subgroup of the modular group generated by the nth power of the Dehn twist along this special curve. Complex analytically T (G n ]), 2 n < 1, is a punctured disk, in M n the puncture is 1. More detailed treatments of these deformation spaces can only appears in the powers 0 and 1 for these words, and the fact that A n n = id causes no reductions. For the rest of this section rational numbers p=q should be thought of as points in Q =nZ. Lemma 4.1 implies that we get an enumeration by Q =nZ of the set of equivalence classes of free homotopy classes of simple closed curves on the punctured torus, where the equivalence relation is generated by the relation n , being the simple closed curve on the torus corresponding to the elliptic element A n . Accordingly, we call any simple closed curve in the class of the projection of W p=q a p=q mod nZ-curve, or a p=q-curve.
For each p=q 2 Q =nZ we de ne the p=q pleating ray for the group G n ] to be P n p=q = 2 2 M n : @ C 0 (G n 2 ])=G n 2 ] is pleated along a p=q mod nZ-curve :
As in the case of terminal regular b-groups it follows from 7] Lemma 4.6 that each rational ray is contained in the real locus of the trace of the special word W p=q (2) W p=q 0 = 0 , (3) C( j ) = j+p for all j = 0; : : :; q, (4) A( j ) = j+q for all j = 0; : : :; p, and (5) i 6 = j if j 6 = i.
We say the chain connects x K to A( x K). The chain is tangent if the If the interiors of the disks are pairwise disjoint but i and i+1 are tangent. If we know that the group is discrete, we say that the chain is proper if the interiors of the disks i are contained in (G) for all i, adjacent disks i and i+1 intersect for all i, and int i \ int j = ; for ji jj > 1.
Remarks. (1)
The combinatorial p=q chain is associated to a group with a xed pair of generators. For a di erent choice of generators there may be a chain with di erent combinatorics, this is used in the proofs of Theorems 4.11 and 6.6, see also McShane, Parker and Redfern 18].
(2) Note that we do not require that the triangle group be hyperbolic. For n = 2 the special word W p=q is an elliptic of order 2, and F 2 is the in nite dihedral group.
(3) The disks 0 ; : : : p+q 1 form a combinatorially interesting set: This part can be generated starting from 0 by the following process: (i) If 0 i < q, set i+p = T( i ), (ii) If q i < p + q, set i q = S 1 ( i ). (4) Unlike Keen and Series 7] we do not require that the group G is discrete. In fact, we use the existence of special circle chains to prove that the group G ] de ned in Section 1 is discrete for a number of the parameters found in Lemma 1.3.
In 7] proper chains were used to analyze the structure of the invariant sets of terminal b-groups and the geometry of their convex hulls. Wright 25] To show that the pleating ray is in the correct sector in M n we need the continuity of the pleating map 9] Theorem 4. We denote by PML the space of projected measured laminations on the once-punctured torus. This space is the completion of the space of simple closed geodesics in the punctured torus with the topology induced from the embedding in b R de ned by the words W p=q , thus PML is canonically identi ed with b R = S 1 . 4.7. Lemma. Let 0 < p=q < n, n = 2 Z. Then P n p=q , n 3, is contained in By lemma 4.5 we know that the integral pleating rays P n m M n are exactly the radial lines of argument i2 m=n.
The claim follows from these facts by considering the restriction of pl n to a circle with radius big enough so that it is contained in M n : Continuity implies that P n p=q is non-empty and it has to be in the unique sector between P n k and P n k+1 containing no integral rays. Combining these observations with the analysis of Keen and Series 8], 7] Section 5 we get 4.8. Theorem. For p=q 2 Q =nZ the pleating ray P n p=q coincides with the branch of e V n p=q with asymptotic argument arg 2 = 2 ip=(qn). This branch contains no singularities and P n p=q \ @ M n consists of a single point p=q such that the transformation W p=q A n ; C n p=q ]] is parabolic. Furthermore, the group G n p=q ] is geometrically nite, and it has a tangent circle chain connecting x K n to A n x K n . 4.9. Remark. One can de ne extended rational pleating rays for M n as was done in Section 1 for M and ask if there is a result analogous to Theorem 6.5 for these rays. However, we do not pursue this, because the method we use in Sections 5 and 6 to treat discreteness of the groups on the extensions cannot be used; The method relies on the fact that hS; e Si is a subgroup of G ] for any parameter 2 C .
We now prove a special case of our main Theorems: The integral rays, that is the pleating rays P m=1 = P m , m 2 Z are relatively easy to handle, they are the extended m=1 ray is the line fz : Im z = 2mg, and the only possible values of on these rays for which G ] is discrete are clearly of the form m (n) = 2m + 2i cos( =n):
The following theorem shows that, in fact, all these parameters give discrete groups and describes the quotient Riemann surfaces of these groups. This result will be generalized in the nal section, where we treat all rational pleating rays. However, for non-integral rays the result is much more di cult to prove by our method, and we only get a local result. The following sections develop the machinery required for non-integral rays. The statements now follow directly from the second combination theorem.
Case n = 2: The argument of the case n > 2 applies with the following modi cations: Now T(z) = 1=z, and the group F is the in nite dihedral group. The set F = b C n fz : jzj 1g fz : jz + 2j 1g is a fundamental polygon for F acting on b C n f 1g. Now it is a routine calculation to check that (S 1 T 1 S) 1 =A n ; T 1 =B n ; S 1 =C n 0=1 ]; where 2 0=1 = 1 + sin( =n) 1 sin( =n) is the boundary point of the 0=1 pleating ray P n 0=1 in M n .
Tangent circle chains and discreteness
In this Section we prove theorem 5.1, a technical result used in the proof of Theorem 6.5. We show how to use the existence of a tangent circle chain and Maskit's second combination theorem 17] to establish the discreteness of a group of the form G = hF n ; Ci. Clearly, there can be non-discrete groups that possess tangent circle chains. We will work with tangent circle chains that satisfy the additional property ( ) i \ j = ; if ji jj > 1:
In Proposition 6.3 we show that the circle chains of cusp groups G p=q ] satisfy ( ). In the proof of Theorem 6.5 we produce circle chains satisfying ( ) for parameters on P + p=q by perturbing the chains of G p=q ].
Let i , i 2 Z mod n be a tangent p=q circle chain for G satisfying ( ). Let i be the unique circular arc orthogonal to @ i connecting the points of tangency of i with i 1 and i 1 , i 2 Z mod n. Let We can now modify the 'standard' fundamental polygon of the triangle group F to obtain the required fundamental set (See Figure 5) .
Next we will modify the Jordan curves so that they meet the requirements of the fourth version of Maskit's second combination theorem 17]: W A and W B are only allowed to meet at the points of tangency of the disks 0 ; : : :; q , not along a union of circular arcs as above. If p=q 2 Z, W A and W B are round disks and we do not change them. Let p=q 2 Q n Z. As groups without reference to a speci c pair of generators G ] = G + 2i], and we can thus assume 0 < p=q < 1.
Let be a directed geodesic in D connecting the points z 1 and z 2 on @ D , z a point on , and > 0. Let z( ) be the point on the geodesic perpendicular to at z that lies the distance to the right from z. We denote by ( ) the union of the geodesic arcs connecting z 1 to z( ) and z( ) to z 2 .
Enumerate the arcs e i that make up W B so that e i i for i = 1; : : :q 1. In the modi cation process we go through the disks 0 ; : : :; q respecting the combinatorics described in (2) is (ii), and claim (3) is (x). Proof of claim (4): If G is a Kleinian group such that the limit set (G) consists of more than one point (like F in our situation), we follow Maskit 16] and denote by area(G) the area in the hyperbolic metric of (G)=G. If (G) is nite, we set area(G) = 0, and if G is a nite Kleinian group, area(G) = 4 =#G. Conclusion (xiii) of Maskit's second combination theorem 17] gives in our situation for n > 3 the following:
area(G) = area(F ) area(hAi) = 2 2 1 2 n + 4 =n = 2 1 2 n + 2 : By (1) we know that the parabolics A, B, and W p=q de ne di erent conjugacy classes. By Maskit's conclusion (viii) we know that the quotient contains one sphere with a puncture and two cone points of order n, and that A, B, W p=q correspond to three punctures on the remainder of the quotient. It follows by considering the Euler characteristic that the quotient is as in claim (4).
Similarly, for n = 2 we have: area(G) = area(F ) area(hAi) = 4 =2 = 2 : and the quotient is a thrice punctured sphere. 6 for the parameter such that W 1=2 is an elliptic of order 4.
We can now prove the second main result of this paper. Theorem 6.6 is a version of Theorem III of Keen, Maskit and Series 5] on the uniqueness of maximally parabolic groups applied to our situation with elliptic transformations in the groups. The proof is essentially the same: 6.6. Theorem. Let p 0 =q be the boundary point of M n on the ray P p 0 =q . Then the group G p=q (n)] is conjugate to G n p 0 =q ] by a M obius transformation.
Proof. Both groups are geometrically nite, and they are HNN extensions of a triangle group of signature (n; n; 1). There is a natural type-preserving isomorphism ': G n p 0 =q ] ! G p=q (n)]: '(A n ) = X; '(C n ]) = Z:
The theorem now follows from Tukia's version of Marden 
